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ABSTRACT

In this note we present a system of optimal subalgebras of the Lie algebra obtained in
course of investigating hvpergeometric polynomial. In addition to this we have obtained some
reduced equation and invariants of the P.D.E. obtained under certain transformation while studying
hypergeometnc polynomial by Weisner's method. Some topological properties of the solutions of
P.D.E. are pointed out by using the extended jet bundle formalism. Some applications of our work
on plasma physics and hydrodynamics are also cited.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The group theoretical analysis of partial differential equations (P.D.E.) provides us with
an effective tool for finding solutions of these equations [1]. The maximal symmetry group of
transformations of the P.D.E. under study, acting on the space of the solutions gives us a systematic
computational method for determinating optimal classes of group-invariant solutions [2]. From the
topological properties of the P.D.E., regarded as a submanifold immersed into the jet fibred bundle,
we can obtain topological properties of the solutions without actually solving the equation.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the Lie algebra and the optimal
system of solutions and their associated invariants. In Section 3 some topological aspects (homo*
topy and homology) are included. In Section 4 we deal with some physical applications of these
techniques.

2. THE LIE ALGEBRA OF MODIFIELD HYPERGEOMETRIC POLYNOMIAL,
OPTIMAL SUBALGEBRA AND ASSOCIATED INVARIANTS

The hypergeometic polynomial is defined by:

In his paper [3], while investigating the generating functions for hypergeometric polynomials by
Weisner's group theoretic method [4] the first author has considered a modified form 2 Fi (—n, a -
n, v — % x) satisfying the differential equation:

dv dv
x(l —x)-r-r + [u — n— (— 2n+a+l):r] — + n(a— n)v = 0 (1)

dx2 dx
which under the transformations:

— by —, n by y— and v by u(x,y)
ax ox ay

reduces to the following partial differential equation:

having 2F\ (—n, a — n,u — mx)yn as solution and then defined the following linear partial dif-
ferential operators:

. B _x d
Ai=ydy~> A2=y to*

At = x{ 1 - i ) s / F - (1 - 2x)y2— - [(1 - u) - (1 - a)x\yox ay

i •



such that:

-n ,a - m v - n; x)yn) « n2F\(-n,a- n,v - n, x)yn

The commutator relations are:

From the above relations we see that the set of operators {1, Ai, A2, A3} generates a Lie algebra,
£ . The extended groups corresponding to Ai ( i = 1,2,3) are:

where a, e iZ.

The optimal system of one-parameter subgroups consists in only one subgroup, namely

efli Ai bec a u s e g]\ ^ four generators of C are equivalent under the adjoint representation. Any G—

invariant solution of Eq.(2) can thus be found by transforming the solution 2F1 (— n, a — n, v —
n, x) yn by an appropriate group element from Gi, i = 1,2,3.

For example, if we consider the group generated by A = C\ A\ + d At, (C\, d & R),

we obtain a global invariant in the form:

Ci 1
z = — x + -

C2 y
so that a group invariant solution v - v( z) could be obtained from the reduced equation:

[ * ( a H ) z ] ^ 0
dz

which is integrable by quadratures and has the group-invariant solution in the form:

= J z>\.

Particular values of v and a lead to special group-invariant solutions which are express-
ible in terms of elementary functions. We can clearly extend the list of group-invariant solutions
by considering further one-parameter subgroups obtained from more general linear combinations
of the vectors in £.



3. EXTENDED JET BUNDLE AND THE TOPOLOGY OF THE SOLUTIONS

Consider a system of partial differential equations (nonlinear) of order n, A (x, u ( n )) = 0,
defined over an open subset M C Rp x B? of the space of p independent variables, (x1 xp) =
xt and q dependent variables, (u1,..., u9) = u. We denote by u(™* the n-th prolongation of
the function u = u(x) : B? —» R? which has for the entries all the different Jfc-th order partial
derivatives of u with respect to x, 0 < k < n. We note z = (x, u) € M and let M^ be the set
of equivalence classes of p-dimensional submanifolds, passing through zt modulo contact of order
n. We can define the extended jet bundle over M as:

One can easily verfy that J is a principal bundle with M as the base space and with the
fibre given by:

F =

where Gp+q^ = Oj»q/Oq x Ov is a Grassmann manifold and m = q (p^n
n) — p — q — pq, [5].

The projection p : J —* M is constructed like in the usual case of tensorial bundles. The P.D.E.
system can be regarded as a closed submanifold A c J of the extended jet bundle and p( A) C M
represents the family of the solutions of the system. In some cases it is possible that a particular
solution of the system represents a cross section of J , so J becomes trivial, but this is rather the
exception than the rule. Let U = {(x, u) C M/A (x, u[^) = 0 } be the family of the solutions
of the P.D.E. system A regarded as the reunion of their graphs and take XQ SO that uo = u(xo).
We denote by z' = p"1 (x 0 , «o) • Then we have A = p~l (U). In this case, using the fundamental
theorem of homotopy [6], we have:

TTjtU.A,*')^ Tr t tM. t / .do .uo)) , k>2

where ^ ( / . A ^ ' ) is the fc-th relative homotopy group of / mod A with base point ^' and so
on. This isomorphism allows us to make some statements about the topology of the family of the
solutions, if we have some possibility to investigate the topology of the submanifold A C J-

For example, if the P.D.E. does not contain first order derivatives, then the submanifold

A is given by the direct product

A = Gp*,,, x S

where X is some algebraic surface in Rm+**9. In this case we have:

7Tfc(A)» 7Ti_i(O,) X7T*(S) for 1 < k < p

and using some exact homotopy sequence we can compute 7r*( J, A, z').
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Let us study for example the Laplace equation in R3. Here we have n = 2, p = 3 and
q = 1. The equation is A (x, y, z, u (2 )) = uxx + uvy + u « = 0 so that the submanifold associated
with this equation is given by:

A = G4,i x Si

and the fibre of the extended jet bundle is: F = Git\ x H8. By reduction we can work into an
equivalent bundle with the fibre F = G*t\. We have:

, ) for l<k<3

so we choose k = 1,2 and from

7T](A) W7T0(C>i) X

TT2(A) fy 7T!(Oi) x 7r2(52) ~ (2 x Z) x Z

taking into account that

we obtain the exact sequence of homomorphisms

( 2 x Z ) x Z - > 2 x Z - > 7r2( J, A) -> 2

We note that in the case that some -RK( J, A) are trivial we can use Hurewicz's theorem to compute
homology groups.

4. GROUP THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF PLASMA EQUATIONS

The acustic oscillations of plasma are governed by a 4-th order nonlinear equation:

^ = 0 (3)

where u represents the velocity potential, c is the speed of sound in plasma, a is the dispersion
constant and V and A are the usual gradient and Laplace 3-dimensional operators on R2. Here
x = (ttx,y, z) so that p = 4 and q = 1, [7]. In particular, this equation can be put in the form
of a K-deV equation. This fact is not so unexpected from our point of view because its associated
Lie algebra is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the K-deV equation [5]. After some transformation
of the coordinates Eq.(3) can be put in a form which is represented by a torus of genus two [5], so
that:

7rfc(J,A) KitkiSi) xir f c({a» x t t ( { a } )
***

where a 6 R. From a physical point of view this result can be interpreted as the possibility of the

formation of vortices in plasma.



Another interesting case is that of an incompressible plasma governed by the M.H.D.
(magnetohydrodynamic) equations. In Eulerian form these equations are:

div B =
div v =

8B
&t
dy__
5i

0
0

rot(vx B) + T

-p(v-V)v-[

jA B

B xrotB)

where B is the magnetic field, v is the velocity of the particles of the plasma, and p, TJ, p are some
constants derived from physical parameters. In this case the symmetry group of transformations
becomes very complicated. Its associated Lie algebra is generated by the following vector fields:

^ H ^ / T where e* = ef(t), i = l } 2 , 3

where £'(t), f(t) are arbitrary functions [8]. This Lie algebra is infinite dimensional and admits
some subalgebras generated by a countable set of vector fields of the form:

g, keZ, > - 1 , 2 , 3 , ajeR,C.

The transformations associated with this subalgebra have a special consequence in the analysis
of the stability of the solutions of the M.H.D. equations. If the a ; coefficients are complex with
Re a/ < 0, the group-invariant solutions can be considered as stable.

Another interesting physical example is the trans-sonic flow of an incompressible ideal
fluid. The equations for the potential of the velocity, u are given by

t i « - c 2 A u + 2 V u . V ( u t ) + i V u V ( V u ) 2 =0 (4 a)

ut+ j (Vu)2 = const. (4b)

The symmetry group of these equations consists in an 11-parameters local Lie group. This group
acts on the independent variables isomorphic with Poincare1 group and contains, supplementary,
translations of the function u.



From the adjoint representation of this group we obtained the optimal system of subal-
gebras:

d d
A \ = t-r— + ar-r—ox au

d

A - JL_xiL

d d d
= t— + x— + a—

ox au at

~tdx' + Xdu' + ady~

9 J
di^ru
d ( d d

= d_ + a±+ ( d__ d_
du + adt+1\ydx Xdy

These optimal classes generate invariants which allow us to reduce Eqs.(4). So, the vector fields
A5, • - -, A& give trivial solutions u = cst. The vector fields An and Ag involve stationary solutions
which satisfy Laplace equations: Au = 0, (Vu) 2 «* cst. An interesting example is given by the
action of A3: the associate invariant is £ = x2 + y2 and Eq.(4b) becomes:

= const.

while Eq.(4a) transforms into a very complicated nonlinear one. The vector fields A\ and A\$ do

not involve significative physical solutions. Equations reduced by At give only plane symmetry to

the problem. In the case of vector field An we have two invariants: f 1 = f and £2 = in z — ifix

where * = yf^\. The corresponding reduced equations are in the form F ( ^ , f-f, e^x J = 0. The
other three vector fields give similar results.
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